
Bulk Filing for Iowa Withholding

The following pages demonstrate the sequence of screens likely 

to be encountered when bulk filing online through eFile & Pay. 

The pages shown are for illustrative purposes only and may not 

match exactly to the screens seen when actually filing. 



The Welcome screen will always be the point-of-entry for eFile 

& Pay.   Enter in your Business eFile & Pay Number (BEN), not 

your client BEN.  



Please double check your BEN and Legal name. 



The first time you enter the system, the Your Profile 

screen must be completed.  This will only be required on 

the initial entry into eFile & Pay.



The Log In screen will appear immediately after the 

Welcome screen.  Enter the 4 digit User ID and 8 

digit password from the profile you created.   



Click the link File for Your Clients.



Click the radial button of the return type you 

wish to upload.  Hit upload.  



You can makes adjustments to the file.  It is 

recommended not to make any adjustments to 

the Delimited File and set the number of lines 

skipped to zero. 



Pay particular attention to the 

sequence of the layout; fields 1 thru 18.



This is an example of a bulk file for three different clients.  

Note: the sequence has to be precisely as stated from the 

prior screen and must be started the very first line of the 

page.  It must be uploaded as a text (txt) file. 

Client 1 with BEN 88771879 is a simple amended return. 

Client 2 with BEN 88770655 is an amended return with 

credits; note the format of the credits.

Client 3 with BEN 88772568 is a zero amended return, even 

though the return is zero with the “Z” designation, the 

spacing format continues for Payment Method, Bank Routing 

Number, and Banking Account Number even though client 3 

has a zero return.  It must follow the same format.



Find the bulk (txt) file you wish to file on your computer 

by clicking Browse.  Insert the file and hit Continue.  



Continued from above for illustration purposes.

In the Result column, an error message will appear if there are 

any errors for the layout.  If you do not receive any error 

messages, hit Continue.  If you do receive an error message, 

correct the layout issue on your bulk (txt) file and upload 

again.



Your file will process.



You will see the results.  Of the three total 

files, two were successful and one failed.   

Click View on total records.   



Continued from above for illustration 

purposes.

Notice client 1 & client 3’s filings uploaded correctly.  

This is evident by the confirmation number for each.  

However, a filing error code appears for client 2.  

Error code 136:  Certificate & Program code not 

found for this period.  The bulk file for client 2 needs 

to be corrected for this error.

Note:  The first certificate number is missing one 

digit.



Correct the error in client 2’s filing.  In this case, 

the certificate number was missing a digit.  

Since the client 1 and client 3’s filing went thru; 

we only need to re-file for client 2.  



You will re-file , just like what you did before, 

but only with client 2’s correct information.  



Continued from above for illustration purposes.

You will check for layout  issues 

again.



The file will process just like before.



The file was successful.  Click View just like 

before.



Continued from above for illustration purposes.

Your confirmation will appear if there are 

no additional filing errors.  



Hit the back button on the application until 

you can exit.  You have completed your bulk 

file.  Thank you.








